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OH 1006/14 DAVID SCHULTZ 

NOTES TO THE LOG SUMMARY 

This log summary was donated to the State Library. It was not created by the J.D. 
Somerville Oral History Collection and does not necessarily conform to the Somerville 
Collection's policies for transcription. 

Readers of this oral history log summary should bear in mind that it is a record of the 
spoken word and reflects the informal, conversational style that is inherent in such 
historical sources. The State Library is not responsible for the factual accuracy of the 
interview, nor for the views expressed therein. As with any historical source, these are 
for the reader to judge. 

This log summary had not been  proofread prior to donation to the State Library and 
has not yet been proofread since. Researchers are cautioned not to accept the spelling 
of proper names and unusual words and can expect to find typographical errors as 
well. 
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NB: Zoo or AZ means the Adelaide Zoological Society now known as Zoos SA. 

MZ means Monarto Zoo. DS=David Schultz. CW = Chris West 

   

Card 1: 22.3.2013 

 

David John Schultz born in Adelaide on 10.5.44; parents – Francis was a 

pharmacist and Helen was a stenographer; he was an only child; grew up at 

Erindale; family was middle class, they always had a car; his father’s parents 

were from Summertown and were market gardeners and they visited them 

every weekend; they had a 50 acre commercial market; from the age of 10 he 

had a passion for birds and a curiosity for facts and wanted to know ‘what bird 

is that?’ and soon acquired a bird Field Guide; got his first binoculars at age 12; 

at home had a bird cage with budgies, canaries and finches; he loved the wild 

component; also loved rabbits and ants; went to St. Ignatius College at 

Norwood where he was educated by the Jesuits [school opened 1951, 52 boys 

and 6 priests]; one of the priests had written a book on ant classification, book 

was used by the CSIRO; he borrowed this book from the priest; he was not a 

twitcher; was not organised and just relied on his memory to identify birds; he 

liked to look at birds and observe them; many of the birds he watched as a child 

have now disappeared; both his parents liked animals and they had a pet cat, 

rabbits and a pet galah; played a lot of sport – cricket, football and athletics; 

Catholic family; started at St Ignatius the year after it opened; father was a 

Methodist, he and his mother were Catholic; he was impressed by the Jesuits as 

they dedicated their lives to teaching for no pay; all male school; had to go to 

dancing lessons and he was horrified; Thomas Bardon was the Headmaster; he 

left school in 1961; went St Ignatius Senior School; by special arrangement he 

studied Biology on Saturday mornings with 3-4 students; Clive Watts [on Zoo 

Board] has looked at one million ants that were caught in traps at MZ and has 

classified them; as a child his report cards said ‘could do better’; he was a 

larrikin; at school they did camps at Mylor; on the way home from school he 

walked along a creek and went to Ferguson Park – collected ants and used 

teacher’s field guide to classify them; he stored them on elastoplast in boxes; 

collected ants from the age 14 to 17; he was captain of the first eleven at school 

and was opening bat; played for Old Scholars; went to Adelaide University and 

enrolled in Agricultural Science; Sydney University held 12 places for 

Veterinary Science for external students; at St Ignatius his parents were heavily 

involved in the school and did working bees on Sundays; as a new school it had 

limited facilities; the family got a TV about 1958 and it was a real novelty as 

they mainly used the radio; he liked rock ‘n roll as well as classical; read all the 

Gerald Durrell books; went to the pictures (Odeon at Marryatville) at weekends 

– cowboys and serials; was always healthy; for a career he wanted to work with 
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animals, to study ants and birds; in Leaving Honours his mother arranged for 

him to work with the family vet Ron Peoples; he watched what the vet did and 

had on-going contact with him while studying; he scraped through school; 

university was very intense, from 8.00 am to 6.00 pm with Wednesday 

afternoon off; university was not a big leap as he had a good grounding at high 

school and was ready for university. 
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Card 2: 10.5.2013 

 

In 1962, aged 17 he started at Adelaide University studying Agricultural 

Science; high school had prepared him well for university life although Zoology 

and Botany were different from what he had previously studied; he worked 

hard and was a responsible student; his other involvement was with football 

and cricket, playing for the university teams; Sydney University held 12 places 

for Adelaide University in its vet’s course so he moved there in his second year; 

he initially boarded with family friends then with his football coach’s family; 

the university was near the city, on Parramatta Road; he became part of the 

faculty; studies included animal husbandry, pathology, anatomy, biochemistry 

and physiology; it was a hard year and he was at university from 8.00 am to 

6.00 pm every day; they did exams annually; his class had 44 students of whom 

only 6 were women; they were a close knit group and they have just had their 

45th reunion in New Zealand; they studied all animal types but did not 

specialise – mainly farm animals and domestics such as cats and dogs; all of the 

students stayed in the animal field becoming vets, researchers, working in labs; 

he played football in the main Sydney competition – they were a good team as 

it included students from S.A. and Victoria who knew how to play Aussie Rules; 

he played centre half-back; in the summer break he returned to Adelaide; they 

were required to have practical experience in rural areas and on farms; he 

worked on a beef farm at Echunga and with sheep north of Whyalla; he did all 

aspects of farm work from mending fences to animal husbandry for periods of 

2-3 weeks; in 1978 the Wildlife Diseases Association was set up; a 

Commonwealth Scholarship helped pay his fees and his family paid for his 

education and accommodation; saw a bit of Sydney life at parties and visits to 

the country; enjoyed university life but exams were a stressful time; the 4th 

year was clinical work and he enjoyed the surgical work where he got to 

examine animals; he was very comfortable with surgery; it was a 5 year course 

with the last year being done at Camden where they lived on the farm and did 

practical work with the vets; they worked on cows and horses; there was no 

training in birds other than chickens; when he finished his degree he was 

offered a job by Ron Peoples who had a veterinary practice on Greenhill Road, 

he had already done work with him before and knew him well; only 2 of them 

in the practice and it was mainly small animals, dogs and cats; practice moved 

to Glenside; also did large animals in the Adelaide Hills – dairies, horses; he 

worked there 2½ years, 7 days a week and paid £5000 a year which was 

considered a good salary; worked long hours and was not always able to get 

time off on Saturdays to play cricket with the old scholars’ team he had joined; 

at university he and other students would gather stray cats and de-sex them at 

lunch time, under supervision, for practice; during the time he worked with 
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Ron Peoples he was able to hone his skills and gain his confidence and learn 

how to work under pressure; they had to be able to do everything that came in 

the door – did not send off to specialists as is the practice today; there were 

branch practices at Torrensville and Hawthorn; he got married to Fran in 1967 

– they met at university in Adelaide; they had 4 children; he bought the 

practice at Hawthorn and set up by himself with just a receptionist; he met a 

bird keeper, Alton Northcote and got some Princess Parrots [Australian parrot] 

from him and turned his home fern house into an aviary; Alton brought him his 

first bird for a post mortem and he found it was full of worms; bought the 

Hawthorn practice for about $4000; he worked a lot at nights with a 6.00 pm 

surgery so did not see as much of his children as he would have liked; it took a 

while to establish his business and on quiet afternoons he would go fly fishing 

at Cherry Gardens Creek and catch trout; every year he goes to New Zealand to 

go trout fishing; has fished all over S.A. and the eastern states with his friend 

Peter Joseph; his children are aged 34, 40, 42 and 44 and all have had 

successful careers; his wife was his business manager; his practice was mainly 

cats and dogs; it was hard to learn about treating birds and there was only one 

book available; he approached the RSPCA and did all of their bird work for free 

to get himself established; - he did operations, pathology and autopsies and was 

was able to gain a large knowledge. 
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Card 3: 17.5.2013 

 

He did free work for the RSPCA because of his interest in birds and to get 

personal publicity for his work; member of the Aviary Native Birds Club; he did 

radio work on the ABC with Carol Whitelock and became known as ‘the bird 

man’ – he enjoyed doing it and people would ring in with funny stories, it was 

light-hearted and fun to do; he was in private practice for 19 years before going 

to the zoo; he was only an expert in birds; RSPCA channelled all their bird work 

to him and he got to see birds in a variety of conditions, this greatly increased 

his knowledge; he took photos and did the pathology; worked with the Vet Lab 

staff at IMVS; he was interested in the work and did it for free; little had been 

written about birds and there was only one US book that had decent 

information, it was informative but not very advanced; there was a 40% 

mortality rate in sick birds but he learned from the pathology and autopsies; 

fatty liver is common in budgies in cages because they get no exercise; parasites 

are common in canaries; most diseases are very treatable if found early, 

especially parasites; he moved to bigger consulting rooms built especially for 

birds; birds were over 50% of his business; RSPCA policy was to fix, mend and 

release but there was no monitoring after release; in 1980 he got a Churchill 

Fellowship to study clinical avian medicine and surgery; 6 week trip; first went 

to UK to Regent Park Zoo in London, Bristol to learn about kestrels; he learned 

about intensive husbandry and what birds could be subjected to; visited private 

practice of Robert Altman in New York, saw the pet side of birds where birds 

were carried in pet packs; different caging system in US and a different bird 

trade – they were still able to import birds and got exotics from Africa – this is 

not allowed in most countries; wild adult birds were bought as pets; aviculture 

began to take off; undesirable trade in birds slowly died down over next 10 

years; he took photos of quarantine stations and the bad conditions birds were 

kept in; on return to Australia he started studying mutations from smuggling of 

birds, the spread of disease and the intensive breeding so that people got what 

they wanted; wrote a report on his study trip and he presented a paper at the 

Cage and Aviary Conference in Sydney – he presented about a third of the 

conference and it was all written up in the formal proceedings; he made many 

contacts at the conference and they became good sounding boards for his 

continuing education; he gave talks at other venues; Ted Finney was the vet at 

Taronga and did work in microbiology – he learned how to take samples from 

birds for examination and to understand what he was looking at and then how 

to interpret it after clinical examination; there was little documentation 

available; he is not organised and is bad at filing; the conference was a turning 

point for him in a dramatic way; Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine, John 

Keep, from the Sydney Veterinary School sent him to Brian Rich, a biochemist; 
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as a result of this meeting Rich moved his family to Adelaide and they both 

developed a big caseload; DS got the birds and Rich did the pathology; this was 

the biggest period of learning in his life; he developed new techniques and 

presented some of his learnings at seminars; his father was a pharmacist and 

made up ointments for him; Rich sold his food business in Sydney and worked 

from home doing clinical pathology; he was the first person to develop 

Wombaroo, a substitute milk product for marsupials; Peg Christian, known as 

the ‘kangaroo lady’,  was wild life oriented; they developed a friendship and she 

would refer animals to him for surgery; he gained a lot of experience from 

working with her. 
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Card 4: 21.6.2013 

 

Wombaroo – there had been many problems hand-raising young joeys, even 

though they were well looked after; there were fungal infections and a lot of 

diarrhoea and loss of fluids with only limited growth of the joey; samples were 

sent to Rich and he did a literature review and found marsupial milk changed at 

different stages of the pouch young; this led to some trials; organic milk could 

not be digested; it had the same protein but different energy levels; Peg 

Christian got involved in the feeding trials and DS did the clinical trials; this 

was in the the mid 80s and was the biggest change he had ever seen; apart from 

creating a new milk source for kangaroos, milk was developed for other zoo 

animals as required; Rich was a bio-chemist with a great brain and was able to 

solve these problems and analyse the differences in milk types; he continued 

his private practice while working at the zoo and the Director, Robert Baker, 

would take zoo animals to him; the zoo vet position was advertised at 2 hours a 

day Monday to Friday; he was interviewed by Robert Langdon and Craven, the 

President; he was very enthusiastic; as a cat and dog vet he felt he was servicing 

the human-animal bond and that lots of vets could do that; he was more 

interested in the animal population; facilities at the zoo were 1/50th as good as 

in private practice; he had one small room with a sink and a table; there was a 

small adjoining room to do pathology; he brought drugs and equipment from 

home and broken equipment was not replaced by the zoo; he determined that 

animals needed IDs and did ear tattoos; he introduced intra-muscular 

anaesthetic and IV general anaesthetic depending on what was required; there 

was a lot of trial and error to get the right dose; for some animals he used a 

blow pipe with a projectile syringe – they made them up at the zoo; his limit 

was about 40 feet and he needed to see the whole animal before he could dart 

it; often had to dart primates; could use rifle for long distance darting and those 

with tough hides; after 18 months he became full-time vet but it was fairly low 

volume, much easier than private practice and with less pressure; he had a 

good working relationship with the keepers but was very green about animals 

and relied on the keepers’ knowledge and experience; he would analyse an 

animal’s diet to fix a problem but some keepers were reluctant to change; 

Werner Zur Eich insisted that he should be called ‘Mr’ but everyone called him 

Schultzy; many animals had been hand-raised but they imprinted with humans 

and often had damaged personalities; he was able to change this and get the 

animals weaned instead of hand-reared; the first female President was Joan 

Gillespie; from day 1 as a vet he found it exciting to go to work. 
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Card 5: 28.6.2013 

 

Big Cats – he had to examine a Siberian tiger that had a broken tooth; he was 

assisted by an oral dental surgeon [he turned up in a suit]; the tiger was darted 

and hoisted onto a table in the exhibit; it was decided that the tooth had to be 

extracted and was to be cut out but the gum was too tough to be cut; under 

anaesthetic the tiger had a fit on the table; David Langdon threw himself on top 

of the tiger, as did DS; they then used pentothal to knock out the tiger fully; 

they then broke up the tooth and it was taken out; Phil Coles, a volunteer, was 

making a video of the operation but gradually moved further and further from 

the table; they now use a drug called phencyclidine which is a potent intra-

muscular anaesthetic and can be used in small doses; while under anaesthetic 

vet checks breathing, colour of mucous and heart rate; in the new Animal 

Health Centre [AHC] there is a window for public viewing; a jaguar in the 

exhibit was in respiratory distress and it was possible that it would choke; it 

was about 30 feet away from him and not moving so he went into the exhibit to 

get a health check; he had darted it from outside the exhibit; it was put on a 

motorised trolley and the gathering crowd followed it; there was an obstruction 

in the neck and the animal couldn’t breathe; he put his hand in its throat and 

meat came out in a gush and the animal was OK; some lions had to be sent to 

NSW and a transport box was set up in the cat tunnel but the box was too small 

so they got a bigger one and the lion woke up while it was being transferred to 

the larger box – they pushed it back in with a broom - the lion ate the broom; 

the vet went with the lions in the road transport; when a vet check of young 

animals is done they check sex, weight and blood and carry out vaccinations 

and microchip it; adults are not checked unless it is necessary; there are now 

better types of anaesthetic drugs and animals can be checked more regularly if 

needed; if animals have been fighting they check for eye injuries and will leave 

for a day or so and observe if any further action is needed; the cat tunnel is 

made of solid concrete and acts as an echo chamber with large cats on both 

sides of the tunnel; there used to be tours of the cat tunnel and it was quite 

terrifying as the animals would approach quietly; the old lions Samson and 

Delilah had to be put down; as part of zoo business there need to be large 

animals on exhibit and lions will always be kept; lions sleep most of the time 

and are very social but are happy in a small area if they have a good social 

structure; the exhibit size is not as important as the complexity in the exhibit – 

they need security, a mate and density of nutrition; in the wild they need a large 

area for the density of the food; even the giraffes at AZ have a good exhibit as 

they have room to run and just need to learn to be good at corners; big cats 

need to do a bit of work, but not often and can afford to have a long fast after 

food; we need to satisfy the biology of the animals, not ours; the old style of vet 
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training taught more practical things and then they went into specialist 

training; there is a specialist zoo dentist in Melbourne; Tony Reade is a 

specialist eye vet; small cats – their dental health is very good due to a good 

diet; red pandas are subject to fleas and can get ill and suffer from anaemia, can 

suffer from spondylosis, an arthritis of the back; arthritis is very common in old 

cats; in the 1980s there was a lot of breeding of red pandas – it was noted that 

they were fitter and thinner than in other zoos, about 5 kg each compared to 8 

kg overseas; they eat a lot of bamboo which is low in nutrition. 
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Card 6: 5.7.2013 

 

A red panda, in a net, was taken to the Animal Health Centre [AHC] and a 

crowd formed to watch; he was hassling the nurses and put his hand into the 

net to get the red panda when it bit his thumb – all the nurses and audience 

laughed at him; today one of the female Siberian tigers was sick and had to 

have an exploratory laparotomy; there were no external signs but she had a 

high white blood cell count; she had a very large uterus and it had to be 

removed before it became toxic; in private practice he had to do exploratory 

operation with a pet kangaroo which had eaten string and become colic;  maple 

browse had been fed to the giraffes, otters, chamois and kangaroos – one otter 

died and a chamois had to be put down, the giraffes did not eat it; an axis deer 

ate a small yellow garden flower and died; a pygmy hippo died from cabbage 

from the market; we now source most of our browse from the zoo property at 

Bolivar; the elephant Samorn was called Sammy by the zoo staff; she suffered 

from skin lesions and bits of her teeth would break off and he would find them 

on the ground; the elephant allowed him to look in her mouth; he could take 

blood samples from a vein in its ear; she was in good health and every night 

would walk around the zoo with her keeper Hero Nuus and later Werner  Zur 

Eich; her keeper was the most important thing in her life and she imprinted 

with him; most of the swaying happened when Hero was not there; when she 

was moved to MZ and no longer had any people contact she became very 

depressed and lonely – she needed continual contact; elephants are very social 

animals; giraffes are creatures of habit, but they cannot accept even minor 

changes to their exhibit; most of the zoo giraffes die from old age but 4 young 

have died – one not accepted by mother and wouldn’t accept the bottle and was 

tube fed but got colic and fell in the moat and died; Hero had a rule that every 

pregnant giraffe was kept in the shed and could just look out over the door, 

because she was pregnant he thought that she had to be isolated and looked 

after; he did not know that one of them was pregnant and it gave birth in the 

large enclosure with 4 other giraffes there and there were no problems; David 

Langdon decided that a new male giraffe was needed to bring in a new blood 

line to stop inbreeding; Honolulu was brought in from Hawaii and many babies 

were born and there were no more young deaths; he later moved to MZ where 

he is buried; giraffe birth was having problems as only one leg appeared and 

nothing happened for several hours; the giraffe was knocked out by a dart; he 

was assisted by Sue Conaghty, a vet assistant graduate from Murdoch; her hand 

was small enough to get inside the giraffe and straighten the bent leg, 

successful birth; with monkeys they sometimes have to do caesarean operations 

and they usually get good results; with primates it is common to lose the first 

birth and this happens in the wild as well; the orangutan Karta has lost several 
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babies and in her last pregnancy they took a video of her which showed good 

mothering behaviour even though the baby was dead; doesn’t believe that we 

should advertise these events and the media should not be involved; vets and 

keepers need to be used to death and bad news and not shirk away from it; in 

the early days he had weekly meetings at the zoo and was able to have some 

influence but now the vets have little say; he always had a good relationship 

with the press;  he appeared on C’mon Kids TV program for 5 years [1985-90, 

made by Banksia Productions]. 
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Card 7: 12.7.2013 

 

He was interviewed regularly on radio about birds; Doreen Bates was very good 

at publicity and would get him to do sessions on C’mon Kids at Channel 9; the 

crew would visit him weekly at the zoo, in the old surgery and film whatever 

was happening; it gave him the opportunity to illustrate the conservation 

message; a possum may have been handed in by the public and he would talk 

about the species and the population; he would choose the topic for the show; 

Wendy Patching was Winky Dink; the presenters started to give the 

conservation message from their own initiative; they taped footage at the zoo; 

he regularly gave talks to Rotary, Lions, Apex over a period of 25 years; he did 

not get paid and just did it as part of his job as a zoo vet and to talk about 

conservation; he took animals from the zoo to the Channel 9 studios; the ABC 

Control Commission cancelled the Children’s TV shows as they wanted more 

magazine style shows; his own children got used to seeing him on TV; he was 

often late getting home for tea as he would get caught up with a sick animal and 

would take it home to look after – the zoo was not a true quarantine station in 

view of the thousands of visitors coming and going; his wife Fran used to be his 

vet nurse; for many years he had been trying to get a new hospital for the zoo 

but there was never enough money; Michael Armitage, MP [they went to school 

together]  promised he would build one for them if he got elected but he never 

did; Dean Brown also broke his promise to build it; Ed McAlister put a lot of 

pressure on the board and got it happening; DS helped with the plans but when 

the architect got involved he changed them and there was a lot of wasted space 

used for corridors; he wanted a second storey in the plan that could be a flat for 

visitors bringing animals to the zoo or for visiting vets; there was not enough 

money to pay for this extension; much of the equipment for the new centre was 

donated; when Wayne Boardman took over from him he got a new digital 

radiology unit; Dr Will Tucker, from QEH Radiology, and a family friend, did 

free x-rays for him and he took animals to the QEH for x-rays – he put on a 

white coat and covered the cage with a sheet, put it on trolley and walked 

straight to Radiology – included monkeys, red panda small cats and small 

primates; Tucker was a partner at Jones and Partners and got them an old x-

ray machine which he set up for them; he would take the films, on his bike, to 

IMVS and they would be processed for free; the zoo had a portable x-ray 

machine; the AHC got a lot of help from local doctors and from the community; 

there was an old house in the zoo that had been used as the residence of Robert 

Baker, Bruce Campbell and Lancaster, was knocked down to make way for the 

new centre; he calls it the POD – Palace of Death, Disease and Dementia; AHC 

opened in 2000; he also worked at MZ as required; at the new centre he 

refused to clean it as he had done in the old centre and employed a vet nurse 
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Diane Robinson [later Hakoff]; later employed Rebecca as well; Sue Conaghty 

mainly worked at MZ; advertised for another vet and employed Danny Maver 

who would also do some research as well as vet work; she was to do a Masters 

of her own choice and decided to work on the reproductive cycle of a potoroo 

but never finished her work on it; DS decided to reduce his hours; Danny was a 

good vet, bright and efficient, she had come to the zoo straight from her 

studies; he thought she was good enough to take over from him; Ian Smith was 

appointed by Peter Clarke – DS should have been involved in the process but 

wasn’t included; he trained keepers in helping him with their animals but they 

always left him to do the cleaning up; vet nurses were employed part-time; DS 

no longer wanted to be the Head Vet and Chris West [CW] employed Wayne 

Boardman [they had been at the same vet school]; Danny left the zoo; he met 

Wayne Boardman at Kingsford-Smith Airport to take delivery of a giraffe from 

Auckland Zoo but it was left on the tarmac for 3 hours in extreme heat; he died 

from stress on the Hay Plains on the trip back to AZ; DS reduced his work to 3 

days a week; Pin Needham was a locum vet but CW decided to get rid of him 

even though DS argued on his behalf; Lynley Johnson took over from Pin but 

the position was not advertised.  
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Card 8: 19.7.2013 

 

The content of this card is embargoed, and cannot be viewed by the public. 
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Card 9: 26.7.2013 

 

In the dismissal of David Taggart he wonders what the Board was doing to 

monitor these proceedings; there was a 9 man Board which included 2 or 3 

government members, most of the others were retired doctors; Robert Baker as 

Director was not a very forceful leader and governed mainly through 

consensus; he was a vet and an administrator; he was originally the Curator 

and set up the old vet room; maintained some animal records; David Langdon 

called most of the shots in relation to the animals; he took over as Curator 

when Baker became Director; they held the 2 most senior positions in the zoo 

and had a good working relationship; DL was not popular with some of the 

young blokes because he did not have formal qualifications; DS thought he was 

one of the best animal handlers he had seen; he was autocratic and didn’t listen 

to people; meeting was held every Monday morning, chaired by Baker; included 

DS, Superintendents, Head Keeper to exchange information; DL got the zoo 

computerised, the first zoo to do so; they kept a record of sick animals, animals’ 

movements, exhibit design; they had good animal management; DL and RB 

modernised the zoo, they got rid of excess animals, they ‘took away the bars’ 

[zoo campaign of modernisation], improved primate exhibits and made bigger 

exhibits with less animals; as the vet DS sometimes forced animal decisions to 

over-ride zoo decisions and his decisions were respected; both RB and DL were 

at the zoo for about 10 years and were fore-runners of the modern zoo and 

made dramatic changes; they made the changes on a shoestring budget; most 

of the changes were carried out by zoo staff and only a small amount of money 

was spent on outside contractors; Klaus Mueller was the previous Director; 

there was a silent revolution from the staff and it included Graham Crook [now 

on the board] and there was a groundswell to get rid of either RB or DL and the 

Board had to decide; RB fell on his sword; Ed McAlister did not get on with DL; 

Ed was a more forthright leader; he sent DL to MZ but knew that DL was the 

cause of the problem; in the early days of his employment he had to work at 

weekends and one of his jobs was to open the safe and count the daily takings – 

it only balanced once; Ed was a better leader, even if a bit autocratic; Ed wanted 

paperwork from DS every month and it was an on-going hassle for both of 

them; the Board always enjoyed reading his reports; he prepared the reports 

from his diaries; at the first Cage and Aviary Conference on Birds held in 

Sydney in 1981 he presented extensively; he also gives an annual presentation 

at the Wildlife Diseases Conference; he has given many speeches about birds; 

he met many experts on his 1980 Churchill Fellowship; has presented papers at 

many conferences and at other zoos; his favourite zoos are the Bronx, New 

Orleans, Miami, Florida and Singapore, including Jurong Bird Park; when he 

goes to other zoos he is looking for ideas, not to see the animals; at Jurong he 
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will only visit one aviary a visit; his daughter Pip lives in South Africa and when 

they visit she organises special trips for them, especially to national parks and 

to visit birds; he has visited South Africa 6 times. 
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Card 10: 2.8.2013 

 

Note: a Noisy Miner bird can be heard in the background through most of this 

interview. 

 

He did a vasectomy on Peter the chimp as he was no longer required for 

breeding; in a follow up procedure he died due to a heart condition; he was over 

40 years old; another orang, the mother of Indah, died 30 minutes after an 

operation; she was very obese and suffered from parasites; Indah also suffered 

from parasites; she was about a year old when her mother died; there were 

several early deaths in young baboons and mandrills; in primates there are 

often deaths with the first births, especially in cold weather; in the Monkey 

Roundhouse there were 4 or 5 different species of monkeys, it was a very old 

exhibit and was later pulled down; there have been escapes by chimps and 

orang-utans; Pusung the orang-utan died of testicular cancer; it was only 

discovered by his keeper, Penny Harper, when he was sick; several tamarins 

died from taxoplasmosis and they found it was from cat poo in their sand; the 

same sand was used in the yellow footed rock wallaby enclosure and several 

died; golden lion tamarins bred in AZ have been released in South America 

back into their native habitat; the problem is that they have no knowledge of 

what happens after their release; tammars have been released into Innes 

National Park; rock wallabies have been released at Aroona in the Flinders 

Ranges and are later caught for follow-up study; he is able to get the 

conservation message out to the public through the media who are interested in 

the zoo conservation programs but it is hard to sell some species to them; 

bilbies were released onto Thistle Island in the Spencer Gulf and the breeding 

program has been very successful; the brush-tailed rock wallaby is regularly 

covered on TV and the TV crews are very interested in the work being done; 

Aroona is predator free but there should be more species introduced there; 

when MZ started he was the only vet; the other staff were John Crutchett, a 

farmer, who was responsible for the property management and Colin 

Colquhoun who was responsible for the animals; initially it was still being 

cropped and fenced; the first animals were bison, giraffe, Przewalski’s horse, 

rhea, oryx, ostrich, zebra, black buck and capybara; it was Robert Baker’s idea 

to have mainly African animals; Ed McAlister opened MZ; there were no major 

animal problems and he always did post mortems when animals died; some 

problems due to snake bites; an elephant shed was built with the aim of 

establishing a herd; they are very expensive to keep as they each need a keeper 

of their own; AZ getting giant pandas was a business decision, even though it is 

a novel animal no zoo has ever made money out of keeping them; tapirs are 

easy to condition by just scratching their necks but they are potentially 
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dangerous, they can suffer from skin problems and sore feet; the Malaysian 

tapirs have major eye problems, which may have been caused by the UV level; 

the opthamologist Tony Reade has done work trying to protect their corneas; 

he has always kept Gouldian Finches at home, they can have liver problems if it 

is too cold and there are fungal infections in the young; birds should be fed 

every day; parrots have worm problems due to eggs being in the soil; the bird 

collection at the zoo should not just be one of every type; there need to be more 

walk through aviaries so that people can see the birds but this is very expensive 

and the zoo does not have enough space; his favourite birds are the soft-beaked 

such as robins, wrens and honey-eaters.  
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Card 11: 2.8.2013 

 

Tells story of finding dead pigeon in Children’s Zoo on Christmas eve – it had a 

disease that was transmissible to humans; the Greater Flamingo had black 

lumps on its knees and eyes and he thought it was cancer but it was only pox 

and fixed itself; he first became involved in the brush-tailed rock wallaby 

project in 1998 and will continue with it; he is at AZ one day a week and spends 

the rest of the week at the Waite Research Institute where there are about 30 

wallabies; he is currently writing a paper on this research with David Taggart; 

he plays golf twice a week and is very happy with his life at the moment. 

  

FINISH 


